
Kingmaker  
   “Assassin’s Reboot” 

 
Anyone familiar with this game knows the extreme 
tedium that results from following the official 
rules. This version remains no less complicated but 
replaces the wearisome aspects (particularly the 
movement of Nobles to specific Towns) with land and 
sea-based warfare among Factions and an intriguing 
End-Game requiring Assassination of the King. Some 
historical significance may be lost; but the game play 
attempts to remain true to physical reality and the 
period. If inconsistencies arise, choose the least 
fantastical outcome, and please be lenient as I 
wrote the entire thing on my iPhone across 18 hours 
of flights (and I have the sore thumbs to prove it).  

Highlights: 
- 7 Towns will house 7 Royal Heirs 
- 4 Factions max per player, led by a Noble will 

battle for the Crown 
- Factions will travel via Land or Ship 
- Random Plagues will wipe out Towns and any 

housed Royals 
- Battles will wage between Land and Sea factions 
- Ships will engage in artillery barrage 
- Parliament will be called and property bestowed 
- Assassins will infiltrate the King’s Garrison 
- The King will be Assassinated 
- One royal house (Lancaster or York) will prevail 

Prep:  

Town Card Removal:  
a. Separate out the following (7) Town 

cards from the Crown deck and place 
them faceup in a Neutral area near the 
board: 

i. Shrewsburg, Bristol, Newcastle, 
Nottingham, Lancaster, 
Northampton, Swansea.  

b. These (7) towns will each house (1) Heir 
throughout the game. 

c. Remove all other Town cards 
permanently from play.  

 

Event Card Removal: 
a. Plague Cards: 

i. Separate out all of the Plague 
event cards.  

ii. Keep (8) plague cards: one for 
each of the (7) towns above and 
(1) for London. 

iii. Remove all other Plague cards 
permanently from play.  

b. Revolt Cards: 
i. Remove All Revolt/Raid/Piracy 

Cards (all cards with half Pea-
Green and half Pink) 
*permanently* from play. These 
cards force Nobles to move 
locations and will not be used.   

c. Deck 
i. Add in and shuffle the (8) 

Plague cards with all remaining 
Event cards (“Whit”, “Free 
Move”, “Parliament”, “Merc go 
Home”, “Embassy”, and “Plague”) 

ii. Place on the “Event Deck” on 
the Board. 

 

These are the Event cards you will use: 

 

All other event cards can be burned forthwith.  



Placement of the Royal Navy: 
a. Separate out the following (5) Ship 

Crown cards and place next to the (7) 
Town cards in a Neutral area near the 
board: 

iii. Le Michael Ship of Bristol 
iv. Le Lucas Ship of Whitby 
v. Le Nicholas Ship of the Tower 

London 
vi. Le Rose Ship of Plymouth 
vii. Le Swan Ship of Berwick 

b. Place the associated (5) Ship markers on 
their designated Port on the Board.  

Royal Navy Reserves:  
The Crown deck includes (2) Office cards that can 
add (2) associated ships of extra Naval firepower to 
a sea-faring Faction. Leave these cards shuffled in 
to the Crown deck: 

i. Warden of the Cinque Ports 
ii. Admiral of England 

Place the (4) associated ships in their designated 
Port as Follows: 

i. Le Trinity of Rye  
ii. Le George of Rye  
iii. Le Margaret of Lynn 
iv. Le Christopher of Southampton 

Placement of Heirs:  
a. Place an Heir marker on each Town card 

randomly.  
b. On the board, place a yellow marker on 

each Castle housing one of the (4) 
yellow Heirs (Lancaster), and a white 
marker on each Town housing one of the 
(3) white Heirs (York). 

Placement of the King: 
a. Find a King Marker of some sort (a 

Chess King works wonderfully) and place 
it in London. Ironically, the KingMaker 
game did not include a King. 

b. Find several pea-green “Rope” markers 
and place in the Neutral area near the 
board. These will later designate a 
Noble hiding in secrecy in the King’s 
Garrison. 

Deal: 
a. Deal out (36) Crown cards evenly to 

each player (2-4 players) 
b. Deal (7) Crown cards to the Chancery 

(left top) 
c. Place the remaining Crown cards on the 

board in their designated location. 

Declaration of Noble Factions: 
1. Commander Nobles: All players find their (4) 

highest ranked Nobles from their hand and turn 
them face up.  

a. If a player holds less than (4) Nobles 
then create Factions for each Noble in 
possession. 

b. All players must own at least (1) Nobel 
to begin the game. If a player holds Zero 
nobles then draw from the Crown deck 
until a Noble is drawn. Replace one card 
at random from the Player’s hand and 
shuffle all non-Noble cards that were 
drawn back in to the Crown deck.  
 

2. Place all Noble markers on the board on the 
matching Crest. 

3. All players secretly create their facedown 
Factions for each Noble using all of their 
remaining resource cards (Titles, Offices, 
Archbishops, Mercenaries, etc.) bestowed in any 
manner.  (Strategy definitely applies here) 

After declaring factions the Board looks like below:   

 

Card Management:  
Place all upturned Commanding Nobles in a vertical 
column in front of each player. Any Titles are 
(always) turned faceup and placed just under the 
Commanding Noble (in cascading fashion such that 
the Strength for each Title card can be seen). All 
Faction cards are placed to the Right of the 
Commanding Noble facedown in a single pile. Any 
captured Town or Ship card is placed to the Left of 
the Commanding Noble until lost or abandoned. Any 
unclaimed Town or Ship sits in a neutral area near 
the board. 

*For the observant, the board above does not yet 
have the King placed in London.  



Game Play & 
Strategy 
Heirs & Towns:  
Two houses of Royal Heirs exist: Lancaster (4 
yellow) and York (3 white). The location of each 
Heir and starting location of each Noble Faction 
dramatically impacts the game strategy from the 
very first move.  

Throughout the game the Heir marker on top of 
each Town card always indicates the location of 
each Heir. The named Heir marker will sit on top of 
the Town card, and the associated colored marker 
will sit on the board. A Heir atop a Town card may 
either be uncaptured in the Neutral area or 
captured by a Faction.  

When captured, the Town card and accompanying 
Heir marker sit to the Left of the Commanding 
Noble. Also, if the captured Town has built up one 
or more Chancery cards due to Parliament, the 
capturing player adds those cards to their 
capturing Faction.  

If the town is later abandoned then move the Town 
card with the accompanying Heir marker back to the 
Neutral area. Heirs normally do not travel and 
always stay in their original Town until killed by 
Plague. The only situation where Heirs can travel is 
when the King dies due to Plague in London. Then 
chaos ensues and the holder of all Heirs wins the 
game. (See King and Endgame) 

 

Death & Destruction: 
Heirs can die by Plague or by successful 
Assassination (with a King’s Pardon) explained later.  
Towns can be wiped out by Plague or burned to the 
ground in Battle. Ships can be sunk in Battle. 
Nobles can die by Plague and in Combat. Dead Heirs, 
dead Nobles, Destroyed Towns, and Sunk Ships are 
removed from play.  Armies can be lost in Combat 
(Offices, Mercenaries, Archbiships, and Titles) but do 
not die and return to Chancery. 

Titled & Untitled Nobles: 
The distinction between Titled and Untitled Nobles 
plays a key strategic role: 

 Only Titled Nobles can capture a Town and 
defend a Royal Heir.  This includes Nobles 
with birthright Titles and Nobles with at 
least one Title card in their faction. 

 Only Untitled Nobles can infiltrate the 
King’s Guard. Thus a Noble with a permanent 

birthright Title (listed on the Noble’s Card) 
cannot enter the King’s Garrison. 

Factions & Nobles:  
A player can control a maximum of (4) Factions at 
any time. A Faction must be led by a Noble (titled 
or untitled). All Titles are also placed faceup next 
to the Noble and cannot be hidden. Factions can 
consist of unlimited additional cards placed 
facedown in a single pile to the right of the 
Commanding (faceup) Noble.  

If the Faction captures a Town or a Ship, then place 
the Town or Ship card to the left of the 
Commanding Noble. If the Town includes a Heir 
marker then the marker remains on top of the Town 
card to designate that the Player now protects the 
Heir.  

Ships:  
Throughout the game, any unoccupied Ships can be 
commandeered by a Noble (titled or untitled). Move 
the Ship Card to the left of the Commanding Noble 
similarly to Towns. If the Ship is later abandoned, 
then return the Ship card to the Neutral area. This 
does not apply to Naval Reserve Ships that can 
only be commandeered when holding their associated 
Crown card as explained next. 

Naval Reserves:  
At any time, a player holding the Admiral of 
England or Warden of Cinque Crown card within a 
sea-faring Faction, can reveal the card and dispatch 
the (2) associated ships from their current location 
to join the holding Faction. Turn the Office card 
Faceup and place to the left of the Ship card. The 
ships must follow Sea Movement rules to join their 
brethren. Once joined in the same square as the 
holding faction, the strength of the extra (2) ships 
are added to the card if the player uses the card 
in Battle. The ships utilize the same Sea Combat 
rules as well. At any time, if the Card is lost in 
Battle then the associated Ships remain in their 
current location awaiting their next commander.  

The King and EndGame: 
The King starts out in London but may relocate to 
various towns throughout the game as directed by 
Embassy cards. Whenever a player controls (or 
nearly controls) all living Heirs from one of the 
Houses, the King’s location becomes highly strategic.  

The King travels with a garrison so strong it 
cannot be occupied or captured by a Faction. Only 
*untitled* Nobles can sneak past the guard, stripped 
of all earned Titles and Offices, and optionally 
accompanied by Mercenaries (for protection) and 
Archbishops (to hide in secrecy). See the Movement 



section for details on entering and securing an 
“Assassin-in-Waiting” within the King’s Garrison.  

To win the game requires surviving (1) round with 
all Royals from one of the Houses still under 
control, and the King’s Assassin in place. This is 
called the EndGame and to prevent it requires any 
of the defending players to successfully capture a 
Royal from the Knocking player’s house, or to 
eliminate all of the Assassin Noble’s secured in the 
King’s Garrison. Because the King’s Garrison cannot 
be attacked or captured, only (2) ways allow the 
defending players to kill an “Assassin-in-Waiting” :  

1. Successful Ship artillery attack (see Artillery in 
the Combat Phase) 

2. Successful Solo-mission from another *untitled* 
Noble who enters or was previously within the 
King’s Garrison. (See Solo-Mission in the 2nd 
Phase section) 

See the final section “EndGame” for exact details 
how to win the game.  

Turn Strategy:  
Depending on the phase of the game, the layout of 
Heirs from the two houses, the location of Ships, 
and the arrangement of enemy Factions, a player 
could choose to execute a wide variety of strategic 
maneuvers during a single (4-phase) turn: 

 Claim unfortified Towns to capture a Heir. 
 Commandeer a Ship and set sail on the Seas. 
 Join or split forces with other held Factions. 
 March upon and Battle an enemy Faction. 
 Solo-attack an enemy Faction or Assassin. 
 Volley Artillery at a Ship, Faction, or Assassin. 
 Assassinate an Heir with a King’s Pardon card. 
 Secure an Assassin within the King’s Garrison. 
 Knock for End-Game, or Defend against it… 

The War of Roses 
Begins: 
1. The player with the highest ranking Noble, 

including Title(s), goes first and must move their 
highest ranking Noble. 

2. Play continues clock-wise. After the first 
player’s turn, any Faction can be moved. 

Goal: capture all Royal Heirs 
remaining for a House, then 
assassinate the King to claim the 
throne and end the game in Victory. 

 

 

Each turn consists of the following phases in strict 
order:  

1. Movement 
2. Combat  
3. Events (Parliament/Plague/Embassy) 
4. Fortify 
 
Each phase is described in the following Sections. 

 

1st Phase) Movement 
Each player can optionally perform (1) ground 
movement and (1) Ship movement each turn with any 
or the same Faction in any order.   

The Ship related movements involve (1) Ship and any 
of the (3) moves below in any order:  

 Navigate according to the navigation rules. 
 Commandeer an abandoned Ship-at-Port with 

a Faction in the same Square. 
 Disembark from a Ship-at-Port. 

The Ground movement involves (1) Faction performing 
any of the (5) moves below in any order:  

 March according to the navigation rules. 
 Split the faction in to (2) in the same 

square. (cannot exceed the (4) Faction limit) 
 Join with another Faction in the same square 

to become (1) larger Faction. 
 Capture an unfortified Town harboring a 

Royal in the same square. 
 Secure an untitled Noble within the King’s 
Garrison, if the King is located in the same 
square. (See Assassin-in-Waiting described 
below) 

Navigation: 
Off-Road: a Faction can march up to (5) squares 
off-road unless it runs in to a Forest or an un-
crossable river. If the Faction hits a road, then the 
By-Road navigation rules apply. No diagonals. 
 

By-Road: a Faction can travel by road any 
distance until reaching the next Castle. Note that 
Towns without a Castle do not impede road travel. 
 



By-Ship:  
a Ship can move up to (5) squares max at Sea or 
along any River. No diagonals. 

Rivers:  
only white-dotted Rivers can be crossed. These 
white dotted lines also define the square boundaries. 
Solid black Rivers impede travel and cannot be 
crossed.  

Forests: 
when a Faction traveling Off-Road enters a forest 
it stops the movement. A Faction can navigate the 
forest only (1) square each turn.  

Royal Capture:  
if the Movement reaches an unclaimed Town, then 
the *Titled* Noble can claim the Town and the 
harbored Royal by moving the Town card from the 
Neutral area to the left of the faceup *Titled* 
Commanding Noble. Also stack the Crest marker on 
top of the colored Marker on the Board. Note that 
*Untitled* Nobles who command a Faction cannot 
claim or continue to occupy a town.  

Ship Commandeer:  
if the Movement reaches an unclaimed Ship-at-Port, 
then the Noble can claim the Ship by moving the 
Ship card from the Neutral area to the left of the 
faceup Commanding Noble. Also stack the Crest 
marker on top of the Ship marker. Any Noble, titled 
or untitled, can Captain a Ship.  

Joining Forces:  
When two Factions occupy the same square then 
they can join forces. The highest ranking Noble 
assumes all Titles and remains the commander. All 
other cards from each Faction are combined and 
placed facedown. The two Noble markers are 
stacked on the board with the Commanding Noble 
Crest on top.  

Splitting Forces: 
If a player controls less than (4) Factions, the 
player can reveal a Noble card from any Faction 
and start a new Faction. Turn the new Noble card 
faceup and allocate strength cards to the new 
Faction in any manner (but only from the original 
Faction). Place the Noble’s associated Crest marker 
on the board in the same square as the original 
Faction.  

Assassin in-Waiting: 
The EndGame requires an Untitled Noble secured 
within the King’s Garrison to carry out the King’s 
Assassination. Note that Nobles with a birthright 
Title listed on the Card (Duke or Earl) are too 
recognizable to disguise themselves as an Assassin, 

and thus only *untitled* Nobles can infiltrate the 
King’s Guard.  

The entering *untitled* Noble can be accompanied 
with (0) or more of the following cards: 

1. Mercenaries (to block artillery)  
2. Archbishops (to house the Noble in 

secrecy within the many London 
cathedrals).  

All cards entering the Garrison are shown to the 
other players and then turned facedown with a 
Rope Marker atop the pile to signify the Noble is 
secured and awaiting assassination orders. 

When a Faction reaches the King’s square, the 
following options exist to secure an Assassin-in-
Waiting: 

1. Split – if the player holds (3) or less 
Factions then split the Assassin in to a 
new Faction.  

2. Forfeit – if unable to Split, then the 
player can forfeit all Offices and Titles 
to Chancery and enter.  

If desired, multiple Assassin-in-Waiting Nobles can be 
secured in the King’s Garrison. Each assassin must be 
declared with a Rope Marker atop the pile. Note 
that only Mercenaries and Archbishops can 
accompany any Assassin. 

Fortificaton of Assassins:  
As part of the Fortify phase, additional Mercenary 
or ArchBishop cards can be added/removed to the 
assassin Noble’s pile. As a good faith gesture, reveal 
the card to all other players and then place 
facedown in the Faction pile. (Stratigy note: 
additional cards help protect the assassin from 
Artillery attack). 

King Movement:   
If an Embassy card moves the King then the assassin 
secrecy is no longer required and all Assassin 
Factions turn back to regular armies with one 
Commanding Noble faceup. In this case, also return 
the Rope marker to the Neutral area.  

Any Assassin-in-Waiting can decide to leave at any 
time. The departing Noble either Joins an existing 
Faction or becomes a new Faction provided the 
player has not exceeded (4) Factions. If (4) Factions 
exist then the Nobel can only Join an existing 
Faction if said Faction resides in the same square. 

Royal Heir Movement:   
Royals cannot leave their Town while the King 
lives. If the King dies, then captured Royals can be 
forced to travel by their controlling Faction. 
 



2nd Phase) Combat 
Per turn, following the Movement phase, a player 
can declare any combination of the following combat 
actions in any order and with any or the same 
Faction: 

1. One Battle declared by the Commanding 
Noble against any other Faction occupying 
the same square: 

a. Land-to-Land 
b. Land-to-Ship-in-port 
c. Ship-to-Ship  

2. One Artillery barrage from a Ship to any 
Faction (land or Ship) occupying the same 
square. (Via One or Two Mercenary cards) 

3. One Artillery barrage for each Naval 
Reserve ship supporting the Faction in the 
same square (if holding an Admiral of 
England and/or Warden of Cinque Crown 
card) (Via One or Two Mercenary cards) 

4. One Assassination attempt of a Royal Heir 
using a King’s Pardon card. 

5. One Solo-Mission per Noble declared against 
any Faction. 

 
Each of these Combat actions are described in the 
following sections.  
 

Battle (9 Phases) :  
 

1. Declaration:  
the player declares their Attacking Faction and the 
Target Faction (Land-based or Sea-faring). 

2. Retreat:  
the target may retreat with a Free Move card. The 
attacker can pursue with a free move card. This 
process can repeat until either the attacker can no 
longer pursue or the defender must face Battle.  

3. Surprise Casualty:  
If the defender is not occupying one of the (7) 
towns harboring a Heir, then the surprise attack 
causes (1) random Casualty. The attacker draws a 
card from the shuffled *facedown* defending Faction. 
If no facedown cards exist in the Faction, then no 
surprise attack Casualty occurs. If the Casualty is a 
Noble then he dies and is removed from play; 
otherwise the card returns to Chancery. Note a 
surprise attack cannot kill the Commanding Noble 
(because it only targets facedown cards). A surprise 
attack cannot sink a Ship (because it only targets 
facedown cards). 

4. Draw:  
Each player alternates and secretly draws an event 
card. If a “Whit” or “Free Move” then keep the card 
and continue alternating the draw until each player 
holds a battle card. Note that a drawn “Free Move” 
card can be played immediately by the defending 
Faction to Retreat, if desired. 

5. Arm:  
If no retreat, then the Battle continues. Each 
player secretly fortifies an army of cards using 
*either* number from the ratio on their event card. 
If either players holds a “Majority Victory” card 
then this guarantees the holder will win the battle 
however *all* facedown cards must be used in the 
Army. If both players hold the “Majority Victory” 
then they declare a truce and no casualties occur. 
The army can include *Any* card from the Faction 
including the faceup Commanding Noble, or the Town 
card (200 strength), or the Ship card (100 
strength). Note the winner will be subject to a 
random Casualty of war including all Spoils and 
could result in sinking the Ship or burning the Town 
if unlucky. If a sea-faring Faction army includes 
Naval Reserve card(s) (the Admiral of England card 
and/or the Warden of Cinque Crown card) then add 
the strength of any reserve Ship(s) in the Same 
square to the Army.  

6. Fight:  
Simultaneously expose each army and each event 
card. The largest accumulated strength wins the 
battle.  

7. Random Casualty:  
combine all cards involved in the attack from both 
players and shuffle facedown. The loser chooses a 
card as a random Casualty of war. If the Casualty 
is a: 

A. Non-commanding Noble casualty - he dies 
and is removed from play.  

B. Commanding Noble casualty – if the 
battle included the attacking Commanding 
Noble and he dies, and another Noble is 
available to take over (either in the 
attacker Faction or just won from the 
defender), then that Noble is promoted 
as new Commander and turned faceup. If 
no Noble exists to promote, then the 
Faction becomes leaderless. See Leaderless 
Land or Leaderless Sea Faction further 
below. 

C. Any other card casualty – return the 
card to Chancery. 

8. Noble Death(s):  
Next, turn all spoil cards faceup. If any Nobles 
involved in the attack are listed as Deaths on 



either of the (2) Event cards used for the Battle, 
those Nobles die and are removed from play. See 
Leaderless Land or Leaderless Sea Faction further 
below if the deaths result in no Commanding Noble.  

9. Spoils:  
The winner gets all surviving spoils. Add all cards 
facedown to the attacking Faction. Do not 
redistribute to other owned Factions.  

Capsized Ship:  
in a Ship-to-Ship battle, if the defender or attacker 
includes their Ship in the army (100 points as 
declared on each Ship Marker) and lost the Battle, 
and the resulting Casualty drawing picks the Ship 
card, then the Ship sinks. Remove the Ship card and 
marker from play. All remaining troops in the 
Faction jump overboard and join the conquering Ship.  

Ransacked town:  
in a land battle, if the defender includes the Town 
card in the army (+200 points) and lost the Battle, 
and the resulting Casualty drawing picks the Town 
card, then the Town catches fire uncontrollably 
and any harbored Heir dies. Remove the Town card 
and Heir marker from play. 

Pre-Battle Plague:  
if the attacker draws a Plague card for the Town 
under attack, the attacker can immediately reveal it 
and abort the Attack. The Town is stricken before 
the Attack takes place. Unfortunately the attacking 
party still suffers a random Casualty to their 
*facedown* Faction due to a virus outbreak that 
hits camp. Note a virus outbreak cannot kill a 
Commanding Noble (it only infects facedown cards).  

Leaderless Land Faction:  
If at any time a Combat event leaves no Noble to 
lead a land based Faction then the leaderless 
troops defect and all cards go to chancery. If the 
leaderless Faction was guarding a town then the 
invading Faction now occupies the town and takes 
the Town card and any harbored Heir.  

Leaderless Sea Faction: 
If at any time a Combat event leaves no Noble to 
command a Ship either in-Port or at-Sea, then the 
attacking Faction has two choices: 

1. Commandeer the Ship *if* an extra Noble in 
the attacking Faction can assume command of 
the Ship. The Ships can be fortified in any 
manner by the commandeering player by 
moving any cards between the commandeering 
Faction and the newly acquired Ship. 

2. Capture all Passengers and leave the Ship 
stranded at Port. This moves all cards 
associated with the Ship to the attacking 

Faction and place the Ship card back in the 
Neutral area. The Ship can be claimed by any 
next arriving Faction. 

Artillery Attack (5 phases) : 
Each Ship contains two cannons and can volley (1) 
or (2) artillery shots to any Faction (Either from 
Sea-to-Sea, Sea-to-Land, Port-to-Land, or River-to-
Land). This includes a Faction hiding a Noble within 
the King’s garrison, provided the Ship and targeted 
Faction occupy the same square. Mercenaries are the 
only troops trained to operate the Ship Cannons.  

1. Attack Declaration:  
the attacking player declares an attack of (1) or 
(2) Mercenary cards. Do not reveal the strength of 
the Merc cards at this time.  

2. Retreat:  
the defending player can choose to Retreat using 
“Free Move” cards. The attacker can pursue with 
“Free Move” cards similarly to a Battle. 

3. Deferender Declaration:  
If no Retreat, then the defending player can declare 
(0), (1), or (2) Mercenary cards to fend off the 
attack.  

4. Fight:  
each player reveals their Mercenary cards. Match 
up cards from highest to lowest strength. Each 
mercenary squad fights each other individually as 
follows: 

Attacker loss: If the Defender card strength 
exceeds the Attacker card, then all Merc’s in the 
attacker squad are killed before they can 
operate the Cannon. Return the (1) attacking 
Merc card to Chancery.  

Tie: If both cards carry the same strength, then 
the attack is successfully blocked. All 
mercenaries back down. No loss of Mercenaries 
for either party. 

Attacker Win: If the Attacker card strength 
exceeds the Defender card (or the Defense has no 
Mercenaries on hand), then the Cannon volley 
proceeds and scores (1) casualty described next. 
Return the defending Merc card to the defending 
Faction. 

5. Casualty:  
Each unblocked volley results in one random 
Casualty drawn from the targeted Faction’s 
*facedown* cards.  

Artillery Damage: 
Note a Ship cannot be sunk from artillery (because 
the Casualty draw comes only from facedown cards). 



A Town cannot be obliterated from artillery 
(because the Casualty draw comes only from 
facedown cards). A Commanding Noble cannot be 
killed from artillery (because the Casualty draw 
comes only from facedown cards).  

If the artillery kills the facedown Noble hidden in 
the King’s Garrison, and the Faction has no 
additional Nobles hidden to take over, then the 
Faction becomes Leaderless and all cards are 
forfeited to Chancery. (See Leaderless Land Faction 
above). 

After the Casualty drawing, the attacking 
Mercenary card is not forfeited and returns 
facedown to the Ship’s Faction.   

An Artillery attack does not result in drawing a 
Crown Bonus card at the end of the turn. An all-
out Battle must be declared in order to gain a 
Bonus card.   

 

Royal Heir Assassination by Pardon:  
The Crown deck includes (2) “King’s Pardon” cards 
that can be used to assassinate a harbored Royal 
Heir. The attacking Faction (on Land or at Sea or 
River) must occupy the same square and reveal the 
King’s Pardon card and also reveal the Assassin 
Noble who will carry out the attempt. 

The targeted player can block by revealing a King’s 
Pardon card *if and only if* it is hidden in the 
targeted Faction. In the event of a block, both 
King’s Pardon cards return facedown to their 
associated Faction and neither cards are not 
Forfieited.  

If not blocked, then the Assassination attempt 
proceeds. Note that a “Free Move” cannot be used to 
Retreat because Royal Heirs cannot travel.  

Shuffle the Assassin Noble in to *all* cards of the 
targeted Faction including any upturned cards 
(Town, Ship, Noble, and Titles). The targeted player 
draws one card at random in an attempt to discover 
the Assassin.  

If the targeted player thwarts the attempt by 
drawing the Assassin then the Assassin Noble is 
summarily executed and removed from play. If not 
thwarted, then the Royal Heir dies. Remove the 
Royal Heir marker from play and forfeit the 
successful King’s Pardon card to Chancery. The 
Assassin Noble card returns to his Faction unharmed 
and victorious.  

Solo-Mission: 
Any Noble can carry out a solo-mission to attempt 
to kill a *facedown* card in a Faction in the same 

square. Normally, this move comes in to play at End 
Game. The player declares a solo-mission and the 
Attacking Noble is shuffled in to all *facedown* 
cards of the attacked Faction. The attacking player 
draws a single card. This card is a casualty and 
returned to Chancery. If the attacking Noble is 
drawn, then the attack failed and the Noble dies. If 
the attacking Noble is not drawn, then the attack 
is successful and the Noble returns safely to his 
Faction. If the attack kills the last Assassin-in-
Waiting in a Faction within the King’s Garrison then 
all associated Mercenaries and Archbishops for the 
killed Noble return to Chancery. 

Note a Ship cannot be sunk from a Solo Mission 
(because the Attack draw comes only from facedown 
cards). A Town cannot be captured from a Solo 
Mission (because the Attack draw comes only from 
facedown cards). A Commanding Noble cannot be 
killed from a Solo Mission (because the Attack draw 
comes only from facedown cards).  

3rd Phase) Events 
When the Combat phase is complete perform the 
Events designated on any upturned battle card. This 
could include:  

 Parliament 
 Plague 
 Embassy 

Parliament:  
When the card calls for Parliament, each player 
secretly prepares zero or more Whit cards for each 
Faction that will attend the Session. When ready, 
each player simultaneously shows their number of 
Whit cards and places them atop of each attending 
Faction (on the faceup commanding Noble). 

The Chancery cards are then bestowed facedown in 
the following strict order:  

 First, (1) card is delivered for each 
attending Faction with a faceup Whit card in 
order of Strongest Commanding Noble + 
Titles.  

 Second, (1) card is delivered to each 
captured Heir (sitting atop a Town card) in 
order of Strongest Commanding Noble + 
Titles. 

 Third, (1) card is delivered to each 
uncaptured Heir (sitting atop a Town card) 
in the Neutral area. 

If all Chancery cards are bestowed then the 
Parliament session ends. If additional cards sit in 



Chancery then they remain in the pile until the next 
Session. 

The bestowed card must remain with the attending 
Faction and cannot be moved (unless moved later as 
part of the normal Fortify stage of a turn). 

Any cards bestowed to uncaptured Royal Heirs 
remain facedown until a player captures the Town. 
Upon capture, any cards become spoils and are added 
to the capturing Faction. 

Plague:  
If the Battle Card declares a plague then it 
immediately wipes out all occupants of the entire 
town. Any Noble card(s), the Town card and any 
Heir markers are removed from play. All other 
cards from the Faction go to the chancery.  

The King Is Dead!  
In the event that a Plague hits London and the King 
marker still remains in London, then the King Dies.  

With no King, the race to the Throne accelerates 
and Heirs can be captured and travel with any 
Faction. To win requires surviving (1) round of 
Turns with all remaining Heirs from either House. 
The same EndGame rules apply as described at the 
end of this document. (Namely: Knock to signify (1) 
more turn for players to intervene and deny the 
Crown). 

Embassy:  
the deck contains (5) Embassy cards that move the 
King to a new location. Move the King marker to 
the new Town on the board. 

4th Phase) Fortify 
Bonus Card 
If a Land Battle was declared in the Turn 
(regardless of victory), then Draw (1) card from 
the Crown Deck and add it to the Battling Faction. 
This does not include a Solo-attack or Artillery. 

Fortification  
Next, optionally move (1) card from any Land based 
faction to any other Land based faction. This also 
includes any Ship-at-Port, or Assassin-in-waiting in 
the King’s garrison. To fortify between two Ships at 
Sea requires the Ships to occupy the same square. 

Free Moves 
Optionally, at this time an unlimited number of “One 
Free Move” cards can be played to move Factions. 
All moves follow the rules designated in the 
Movement phase. 

Thus ends the 4-phased Turn. 

 

EndGame:  Coup D’Etat 
To kill the King and successfully take the crown to 
end the game requires (2) key achievements* that 
last for the DURATION OF A ROUND:  

1. Ownership of all remaining Heirs from one of 
the rival houses (Lancaster or York). 

2. (1) Noble assassin secured in the Town housing 
the King. 

*if the King was killed in a London Plague, then 
only condition 1) is required to win the game. 

The Knock: 
If the required conditions are satisfied at the *End* 
of a players turn, said Player can choose to 

Knock on the Table to initiate EndGame.  

The Last Round & Victory: 
Upon initiating EndGame with a Knock, each Player 
receives (1) Turn to stop the coup. If no player can 
successfully turn the tide by either capturing a 
Royal or eliminating all of the knocking player’s 
Assassin Nobles secured within the King’s Garrison 
then the Coup is successful. The Winner topples the 
King marker to end the game in Victory. 
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